Abstract
Introduction
proposed a Gaussian process functional regression (GPFR) model for modelling functional response curves in terms of a set of functional covariates.
Their methods have two main contributions: modelling nonlinear and nonparametric regression relationship and modelling covariance structure and mean structure simultaneously. In Figure 1 (a), the mean curve is shown as the solid line. The dotted line is the curve with mean plus independent random errors, while the dashed line is the curve with dependent errors. In practice, many data-sets are similar to the dashed line, having common mean structures but with dependent errors, for example the curves in dark colour as shown in Figure 1(b) . Certainly, if we model the mean structure only, we can only model the solid line in Figure 1 (a), which is systematically different from the dashed line -the real curve. It is therefore better to model both the mean and covariance structure for such data. If the curve depends on time or a one-dimensional covariate t, Rice and Silverman (1991) defined a stochastic process model. Suppose that there are M curves, with the m-th curve defined as y m (t) = µ m (t) + τ m (t), for m = 1, . . . , M,
where µ m (t) = E(y m (t)) and τ m (t) is a stochastic process with zero mean and kernel covariance function C(t, t ) = Cov(y(t), y(t )). Shi et al. (2006) extended the idea to deal with a functional regression problem involving a number of functional covariates x = (x 1 , . . . , x Q ) (the dimension Q of x is usually quite large):
where t is time or some other one-dimensional temporal or spatial covariate. In many applications, the response curve y m depends on t as well as on other covariates x. In model (2), the mean structure is modelled by a linear functional regression model and the covariance structure is modelled by a Gaussian process regression model:
µ m (t) = u m β(t), and τ m (x) ∼ GP (x; θ),
where the mean structure model depends on t and some non-functional p-dimensional covariate u m = (u m1 , . . . , u mp ) . The regression relationship between functional response y and the functional covariates x is mainly modelled by the covariance structure through a nonparametric Gaussian process regression model.
The main purpose of this paper is to extend the GPFR model to functional clustering curves or 'spatially' indexed data, which may be collected from different sources.
The heterogeneity is dependent on factors such as region and subject. In our paraplegia project (see the details in Section 3), data are collected from each standing-up from different patients (we will refer to all the data collected in each standing-up as a batch). The data in each batch include both the response curve (the trajectory of the patient's body centre of mass, which can only be observed in a lab environment) and a set of functional covariates (which are easy to observe in any environment). We therefore want to use those functional covariates to reconstruct the response curve.
There are several challenging problems for this project. One is the nonlinear and nonparametric relationship between the response curves and the functional covariates; for this the GPFR model seems a good choice (see Shi et al., 2006) . Another problem is the heterogeneity of the regression relationships among different batches, depending on the subject's personal circumstances such as the level of injury, height, weight and even gender, depending on the tactic they used for standing up and on other factors.
Thus, it is essential to cluster the batches and give larger weight to the batches which have similar situations to the new patient whose response curve we want to reconstruct (i.e. if we can cluster the data, we use the data in the same or similar clusters for prediction). We propose a mixture of GPFR models to address this problem.
Mixture models have been studied for many decades in their two main roles of modelling heterogeneity for data coming from different populations and as a convenient form of flexible population density (see e.g. Makov, 1985 and McLachlan and Peel, 2000) . Recently, a mixture of Gaussian process regressions model has been used to fit correlated data in a heterogeneous population (Shi, Murray-Smith and Titterington, 2005) . For spatially indexed data, the heterogeneity may depend on region or subject. An allocation model may be defined to address such a problem. For example, Green and Richardson (2000) used a Potts model, and Fernandez and Green (2002) used the density of a Markov random field to define an allocation model. As discussed above, the heterogeneity in the paraplegia data is dependent on the subject, 4 the tactic used for standing up and other factors. We will therefore define an allocation model which depends on those factors. A hierarchical mixture model of GPFRs can be defined for such data by the following hierarchical structure: a lower-level model is assumed for the data corresponding to each batch separately, the structures of those models being similar but with some mutual heterogeneity; a higher-level model is defined for modelling the heterogeneity among different batches. The lower-level model is defined as
independently for m = 1, · · · , M , where z m is an unobservable latent indicator variable, and GP F R(t, x; Θ) stands for a GPFR model defined in (2) and (3), where Θ is the set of all the unknown parameters. Thus, GP F R k (t, x; Θ k ) is the k-th component, with unknown parameters Θ k .
The association among the different groups is introduced by the latent variable z m , for which
for each m. However, the heterogeneity among those different batches often depends 'spatially' on the information about each batch as discussed in the previous section.
Suppose that the covariates v m in the m-th batch influences the heterogeneity, or that v m can determine to which 'cluster' the batch will belong. We define a logistic 6 allocation model as follows:
and P (z m = K) = π mK = 1 − K−1 j=1 π mj , where {γ k , k = 1, . . . , K − 1} are unknown parameters to be estimated.
The model defined in (4) and (5) provides a convenient form of flexible relationship of correlation and accommodates for multivariate cases. The logistic allocation model can be easily replaced by other models such as the Potts model (Green and Richardson, 2000) . We may also use a nonparametric Gaussian process classification model (see Shi et al., 2003) .
Estimation
From (3), the k-th component of the mixture model GP F R k defined in (4) includes two parts
The covariance structure is modelled by a Gaussian process regression model (see, e.g. Shi et al. (2005) ) with zero mean and a kernel covariance function. In this paper, we will use the following covariance function (see MacKay (1999) for the selection of the covariance function):
where
denotes the set of unknown parameters. The last term of the above equation corresponds to the independent random error.
It is not straightforward to estimate the mean functions from the observations. In this paper we propose to use a B-spline approximation. Let
be a set of B-spline basis functions. Then the mean function can be represented by
the specification of D and locations of the knots for B-spline is important. However, we have not found this difficult in our examples, since our data in each batch are quite dense and the results are rather insensitive to the specification; a relatively small number of equally-spaced knots are enough. In the examples discussed later we used 20 equally spaced knots for the splines. More details on selection of the form and number of the basis functions are discussed by Faraway (1997 Faraway ( , 2001 .
Suppose that N m observations are obtained for the m-th batch/group. The data collected in the m-th batch are x m = {x mi , i = 1, . . . , N m } and so on). From (4), the model for the data is therefore
ance matrix with (i, j)-th element C(x mi , x mj ; θ k ) given for example by (7). Thus, the 8 unknown parameters include B = {B k , k = 1, . . . , K}, θ = {θ k , k = 1, . . . , K} and γ = {γ k , k = 1, . . . , K − 1}, involved in the above mean structure, covariance structure and the allocation model (5) respectively. The log-likelihood of
As a result of the large number of unknown parameters and the complicated covariance structure, it is quite tricky to carry on the estimation. We will use the EM algorithm in this paper. The basic idea is to treat z as missing. For convenience, we define a new variable z mk , which takes the value 1 if z m = k and is 0 otherwise. It is obvious that {z mk } and z m are identical, and we will use z to represent either of them.
The log-likelihood for complete data (y, z) is
In E-step of the i-th iteration, we need to calculate the conditional expectation of L c (Θ), given D and based on the current estimate
The M-step includes the following two separate maximizations:
• Estimate B k and θ k by maximizing Q(Θ;
The details of the M-step are given in Appendix. We can also calculate the related standard errors, which are also given in Appendix.
Prediction
We consider two types of prediction. First suppose that we have already observed some training data in a new batch, the (M + 1)-th batch say, and want to predict the output for a set of new inputs. In addition to the training data observed in the first 
and C k is the N × N covariance matrix of y M +1 . The covariance is calculated by (7) with the parameters evaluated atθ k .
Therefore, the overall prediction for y * is given bŷ
whereα M +1,k is the conditional probability that the (M + 1)-th curve belongs to the k-th component. It can be estimated bŷ
The second type of prediction is to predict for a completely new batch, which is one of the major problems we want to address in this paper. We still refer to the new batch as the (M +1)-th batch. The observed data D include the training data collected from batches 1 to M , and for the (M + 1)-th batch we only observe the batch-based covariates v M +1 and u M +1 . We want to predict y * at (t * , x * ) in the (M + 1)-th batch.
Since we have not observed any data for the response variable in the (M + 1)-th batch, we cannot use the result discussed above which is based on the assumption that the covariance part of y M +1 and y * comes from the same Gaussian process. However, batches 1, . . . , M provide an empirical distribution of the set of all possible batches, P (y * belongs to the m-th batch) = w m . Shi et al. (2006) assumed that w m = 1/M , i.e., each of the training batches is given the same 'weight' in predicting the new data. In the paraplegia example, this means that we use the information from each patient in the database equally to predict the trajectory of a completely new patient. This may lead to a very inaccurate result since the natures of the patients in the database may be quite different. A better way is to use the data collected from patients who are similar to the new patient to do prediction.
In other words, we should give relatively large weights in the empirical distribution (16) to training batches 'close' to the new patient and small weights for the others. The closeness of two batches is taken to be equivalent to how close the distribution of z m is to the distribution of z M +1 , which can be measured by Kullback-Leibler divergence:
whereπ mk is represented by (5) with the parameter evaluated atγ
is not symmetric, we can also use KL(z M +1 , z m ) + KL(z m , z M +1 ) or some other quantities in practice. The weights in (16) are therefore defined as
The Kullback-Leibler divergence is equal to zero for two identical distributions. If the distribution of M 0 , say, z m 's is exactly the same as that of z M +1 , we define the weights for those batches to be 1/M 0 , and the weights for the other batches to be zero.
Let y * m and σ * 2 m be the prediction mean and variance if the new batch belongs to the m-th batch, which can be calculated by (13) and (14). Then the overall prediction for y * is given byŷ * = E(y
Curve clustering and model selection
The problem of curve clustering has been drawn attention recently. However, most of the existing methods are essentially based on the shapes of the curves; see for example, James and Sugar (2003) . In this section, we will cluster the batches based on the relationships between the response curves and the input covariates, not just the shapes of the response curves. Gaffney and Smyth (2003) discussed a similar problem but they assume a (functional) linear regression model. Here, we assume a nonlinear and nonparametric model as we discussed in the previous sections.
Suppose that the data are generated according to a mixture of Gaussian process functional regressions with K components, as defined in (4). The model can then be fitted as in Section 2.2 and we denote the estimates of the parameters byΘ = {B k ,θ k ,γ k , k = 1, . . . , K} withγ K = 0. Thus, given an observed curve, y * say, its corresponding functional input covariates x * and the batch-based covariates v * and u * , the posterior distribution of the latent variable z * = (z * 1 , . . . , z * K ) is given by
, where
The curve can be classed as belonging to the k * -th cluster if P (z * k = 1|y * ) takes its maximum value at k = k * for k = 1, . . . , K.
An important but difficult problem in cluster analysis is to choose the number of clusters, i.e., the value of K. In this paper, we use Bayes factors. Since its value is difficult to calculate exactly, we use its approximate form, BIC (Schwarz, 1978) . If we recall that L(·) is the log-likelihood function as defined in (10) and letΘ be the maximum likelihood estimate, the BIC value is given by
where G is the total number of parameters and N = N 1 + · · · + N M is the sample size.
An alternative approach is to assume that K is a random number, whose value can be estimated from its posterior distribution. In this case, a reverse jump algorithm can be used (Green, 1995) . However, since the number of unknown parameters involved in each component is usually large, and the conditional density functions are quite complicated particularly for the parameters involved in the covariance structure, the computation is likely to be tedious. We will not discuss this approach in this paper.
Examples
In this section we demonstrate our methods with some simulated data and real data.
Simulation study for prediction and multiple-step-ahead forecasting
We first consider a mixture model with two components, where the mean functions are µ m1 (t) = 0.5 sin((0.5t) 3 ) and µ m2 (t) = −3.0 exp(−t 2 /8)/ √ 2π+0.7, while the covariance functions are
with θ 
Prediction
In this simulated example, we have bivariate functional covariates (t, x(t)), with the mean structure depending on t and the covariance structure depending on (t, x(t)).
Four models are compared: mixture of GPFRs (models (4) and (5), denoted by mixgpfr), single GPFR (K = 1, denoted by gpfr), mixture of mean models (model (2) includes mean structure only, denoted by mix-mean) and mixture of GP models (model (2) includes a constant mean and covariance structure modelled by a Gaussian process regression model, denoted by mix-gp). To assess the performance of these models, different types of prediction are calculated and compared with the real data. An example is shown in Figure 2 , where the first two columns correspond to Type I prediction as discussed in Section 2.3, i.e., we have observed some data in a new batch. However, the first column corresponds to the problem of interpolation, in which we randomly select half of the generated data in the whole range (−4, 4) as training data, and the rest are used as test data; the second column concerns extrapolation, in which we se-lect the data generated in the range (−4, 0) as training data, and predict the curve located in the range (0, 4). The third column corresponds to Type II prediction: there are no training data observed for this new batch and we need to predict a completely new curve. In Figure 2 , the solid line stands for the real simulated curve, the dashed line is the prediction and the dotted lines are pointwise 95% confidence bands. We also calculated the values of root of mean squared errors (rmse) and the correlation coefficient between the real data and the prediction. A simulation study with 50 replications was conducted, and the results are reported in Table 1 . From Figure 2 and Table 1 , we have the following findings. First, for the mixture data, a single GPFR model gives uniformly poor results when compared to a mixture of GPFR models. It is therefore essential to consider mixture models if we think that there are mixture structures underlying the data. We will give a further discussion in Section 3.2 when we consider model selection. Secondly, comparing the cases modelling both mean and covariance structures (mix-gpfr), with cases modelling mean structure only (mix-mean) and cases modelling covariance structure only (mix-gp), we find that mix-gpfr performs uniformly better than the others. For the problem of interpolation, mix-gp also gives a quite good result although not as good as mix-gpfr, and both of them perform much better than mix-mean. For the problem of extrapolation, mix-gpfr still performs better than mix-mean, but mix-gp usually gives bad results, especially when the test data point for prediction moves away from the training data (see Figure 2 (k) and the values of rmse and r in Table 1 ). This finding coincides with the results for the related single models discussed in Shi et al. (2006) .
Multiple-step-ahead forecasting
As discussed in Shi et al. (2006) , the GPFR model is particular useful in multiplestep-ahead forecasting. We conduct a simulation study to assess the performance of mixture models here. We still use the data simulated in the previous subsection, but will use the data collected up to time t i , say, to predict the value y(t i+ν ) in ν-step-ahead forecasting. Sixty batches of mixture data are simulated as training data. To predict y(t i+ν ), we use y(t) at t = t i as an additional covariate, i.e., we have three-dimensional covariates (t i+ν , x i+ν , y i ), where t i is used in the mean structure and the others are used in the covariance structure. For comparison, four models as discussed in the previous subsection are applied to the same data-set.
A simulation study with 100 replications was conducted, and the results related to 1−, 3− and 6-step-ahead forecasts are reported in Table 1 . The result of one typical replication is presented in Figure 3 . Multiple-step-ahead forecasting is similar to the prediction problem of extrapolation, and the simulation results here are consistent with the results discussed in the previous subsection. First of all, mix-gpfr gives a much better result than a single GPFR, and is consistently better than mix-mean and mix-gp. When ν is small, as in 1-step-ahead forecasting, mix-gp still gives a reasonably good result and is better than mix-mean, although not as good as mix-gpfr. However, when ν is large, as in 6-step-ahead forecasting, mix-mean is better than mix-gp.
Clustering and model selection
We now consider the problem of curve clustering. We first calculate the posterior distribution of z and then classify the curve by using the largest posterior probability.
We consider a mixture of two Gaussian processes which have mean functions µ(t) = exp(t/5) − 1.5 and µ(t) = 0.8atan(t), respectively. The covariance functions are given by (19), and the mean components and 60 sample curves are given in Figure 4 . From Figure 4 (a), the two mean components are quite similar and, thus, so are the shapes of all the curves. Three methods, mix-gpfr, mix-mean and mix-gp, are used to train the data and produce a clustering. The error rate for these three methods are 2%, 13.5%
and 31.5%, respectively. Here, the mix-mean model clusters the curves according to their shapes, while the mix-gpfr model makes clusters based on the functional regression relationship between the response curves and the two-dimensional functional covariates (t, x(t)). It is therefore not surprising that the performance of mix-gpfr is much better than that of mix-mean in this example. For the sample curves shown in Figure 1 (b), mix-mean gives a better result with an error rate of only 1.5%, since the shapes of the two components are more distinguishable than in this example. However, mix-gpfr gives a even better result, with zero error rate.
The BIC approach is used for model selection in this paper. For the data discussed in the previous subsection and the previous paragraph, BIC takes the smallest value at k = 2. For the more complicated example shown in Figure 5 (a), which contains 90 curves with three components, the values of BIC are given in Figure 5 (b). It indicates that BIC works well for model selection of functional data. Curve clustering is also conducted for this example. The error rates for mix-gpfr, mix-mean and mix-gp are 0.5%, 35.5% and 11%, respectively. Figure 5 (a) shows that the third component is hardly recognised from their shapes, which is why about one-third of the curves are misclassified by mix-mean.
Modelling of standing-up manoeuvres
Our application involves the analysis of the standing-up manoeuvre in paraplegia, considering the body supportive forces as a potential feedback source in functional electrical stimulation (FES)-assisted standing-up. The analysis investigates the significance of arm, feet and seat reaction signals for the reconstruction of the human body centreof-mass (COM) trajectory. The motion kinematics, reaction forces and other quantities were measured for modelling; for more details see Kamnik et al. (1999 Kamnik et al. ( , 2005 ). Here we model the vertical trajectory of the body COM as output, and select 8 input variables, such as the forces and torques under the patient's feet, under the arm support handle and under the seat while the body is in contact with it. In one standing-up, output and inputs are recorded for a few hundred time-steps. The experiment was repeated several times for each patient. Since the time scales are different for different standings-up, some registration methods are used (Ramsay and Silverman, 1997) . This data set has been analysed by Shi et al (2006) . In this paper, we are interested in the vertical trajectories of the body COM after registration for 40 standings-up, 5 for each of 8 patients.
As discussed before, there is severe heterogeneity because of the different circumstances of different patients. The allocation model uses the patient's height, weight and standing-up strategy as v m , and the mean structure uses the patient's height as u m . All eight functional covariates are used in modelling the covariance structure. We first use the mixture of GPFR models with two components, and compare it with the results obtained by using a single GPFR model (K = 1). We use the data collected from seven of the eight patients as training data, and then use them to predict the standing-up curves of the eighth patient as completely new curves (Type II prediction). We calculate predictions for all eight patients in turn, and the results are given in Table 2 We have data collected from only eight patients. If more data were available, we would have more information for clustering and would be able to give better predictions for the patients like 'ak'.
Discussion
In model (2), the mean structure µ m (t) can be replaced by µ m (x) if we have some knowledge about the mean relationship between the response curve and the covariates x, for example a linear regression µ(x) = h (x)β as used in Kennedy and O'Hagan (2001) with a vector of known functions h(·), or a varying-coefficient linear model
x j with unknown functions g j (·) (see for example Fan, Yao and Cai, 2003) . However, it is usually difficult to justify such mean structures. In this case, we can use the nonparametric model defined in (2), whose mean structure µ m (t) depends on some non-functional covariates u m only. The mean structure in this model is usually easy to understand and justify. For our paraplegia example, the functional covariates are forces and torques, etc, and the output is the trajectory of body COM.
Since the relationship between those functional variables is unknown, it is difficult to justify any form of mean structure µ m (x). However, the meaning of µ m (t) in (2) is clear. For example, if we include only a one-dimensional covariate u m of the patient's sex, then the mean structure just gives the point-wise averages of all the curves for men and women respectively. The regression relationship between the response curve y and the functional covariates x will be described mainly by the covariance structure adjusted by the men's or the women's mean curve. The model therefore involves a very weak assumption and can be used in a wide range as a nonparametric and nonlinear approach.
As discussed in Section 3, the mixture model gives much better prediction uniformly than the related single model if there is heterogeneity among curves, which is the case for most of the real data sets. We also discussed a model-based method for the problem of curve clustering, which is conducted based on the relationship between the response curve and the set of the covariate curves nonparametrically. This method differs from most of the existing methods which are based on the shape of the curves.
The simulation results given in the last section showed the advantage of our method.
Model selection is an interesting but difficult problem for a mixture model, especially for the models with very complicated forms. We use the BIC to select the number of mixture components. It works fine for the data discussed in this paper. It might be worth a further research for the model with an unknown number of components by using a reverse jump algorithm (Green, 1995) or by using a birth-death MCMC algorithm (Stephens, 2000; Cappé, Robert and Rydén, 2003) .
metrics (in press). 
Appendix I. M-step
In M-step, we need to maximise Q(Θ; Θ (i) ) with respect to γ k , B k and θ k . Unfortunately, there are no analytic solutions, therefore we use the following sub-algorithms.
(1) Maximise Q(Θ; Θ (i) ) with respect to γ k for k = 1, . . . , K − 1. It is equivalent to maximising
which is independent of B k and θ k . It is similar to the log-likelihood for a multinomial logit model (α mk (Θ (i) )'s are corresponding to the observations) and can be maximised by iteratively re-weighted least square algorithm.
(2) Maximise Q(Θ; Θ (i) ) with respect to B k and θ k , k = 1, . . . , K. It is equivalent to maximising
We denote the covariance matrix by C mk = (C ij mk ), i, j = 1, . . . , N m , whose element C ij mk is calculated by (7), i.e.,
Thus the density function of N m -dimensional normal distribution is given by
where Φ m is an N m × D matrix given by
Denoting by θ kj ∈ θ k any parameter involved in (20), after a straightforward calculation we obtain
where, vec(A) denotes the stacked columns of A and ⊗ denotes Kronecker product.
Letting ∂L 2 /∂vec(B k ) = 0, we get, for k = 1, . . . , K,
Since explicit expression for optimising Q(Θ; Θ (i) ) in θ k does not exist, we use an iterative procedure to complete Stage (2) as follows: for k = 1, . . . , K,
To speed up convergence, we usually repeat (2.1) and (2.2) for several times. In (2.1), the gradient (21) is used such that the maximisation procedure is implemented most efficiently. Louis (1982) has provided a powerful numerical technique for computing the observed information matrix and standard errors when the EM algorithm is used to find maximum likelihood estimates. We denote by L m c (Θ) the log-likelihood for the complete data (y m , z m ) of the m-th batch. Since our observed curves are independent, we have
II. Standard errors
From (11), we have
and EΘ{z mk z mj } = 0 for k = j.
Furthermore, it follows from (24) - (26) that
and
The other second-order derivatives, such as
are all zero.
Therefore, setting T m (Θ) being the negatives of the second order derivative matrices of L m c (Θ), it is straightforward to compute EΘ{T m (Θ)} thanks to EΘ{z mk } = α mk (Θ).
From Louis (1982) the observed information matrix can be computed as
The observed information matrix I Y can then be inverted to obtain the standard errors. 
